Abstract-When hardware description languages (HDLs) are used in describing the behavior of a digital circuit, design errors (or bugs) almost inevitably appear in the HDL code of the circuit. Existing approaches attempt to reduce efforts involved in this debugging process by extracting a reduced set of error candidates. However, the derived set can still contain many error candidates, and finding true design errors among the candidates in the set may still consume much valuable time. A debugging priority method [21] was proposed to speed up the error-searching process in the derived error candidate set. The idea is to display error candidates in an order that corresponds to an individual's degree of suspicion. With this method, error candidates are placed in a rank order based on their probability of being an error. The more likely an error candidate is a design error (or a bug), the higher the rank order that it has. With the displayed rank order, circuit designers should find design errors quicker than with blind searching when searching for design errors among all the derived candidates. However, the currently used confidence score (CS) for deriving the debugging priority has some flaws in estimating the likelihood of correctness of error candidates due to the masking error situation. This reduces the degree of accuracy in establishing a debugging priority. Therefore, the objective of this work is to develop a new probabilistic confidence score (PCS) that takes the masking error situation into consideration in order to provide a more reliable and accurate debugging priority. The experimental results show that our proposed PCS achieves better results in estimating the likelihood of correctness and can indeed suggest a debugging priority with better accuracy, as compared to the CS.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH THE increasing complexity of very large scale integration circuit designs, the design cycle of a digital circuit often involves several design stages. Verification is used to monitor the consistency in designs between subsequent stages. When the verification process finds that a design in the current stage (implementation) is not consistent with that in the previous stage (specification), design error diagnosis is needed.
Most of the previous studies on the topic of design error diagnosis target the diagnosis of gate-level or lower level implementations. These methods can be roughly divided into two categories: 1) symbolic approaches and 2) simulationbased approaches. Symbolic approaches [1] - [6] use a binary decision diagram (BDD) to represent functional manipulation with BDD to formulate the necessary and sufficient condition of fixing design errors. Some recent symbolic works exploit the progress of a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver and develops SAT-based approaches [6] . On the other hand, simulation-based approaches [7] - [14] rely on simulating erroneous test vectors to gradually reduce impossible error candidates. Some of these methods are error-model-based methods, some are structurebased methods, and some are a combination of the two. Such error models include gate errors (missing gate, extra gate, wrong logical connective, etc.), line errors (missing line, extra line, etc.), and unknown models (Xs).
In addition to the gate or other lower levels, design errors can also occur at the very first design stage, i.e., modeling the circuit behavior using hardware description languages (HDLs). Traditionally, debugging a faulty HDL design relies on manually tracing the faulty HDL code. However, a simple HDL design today can probably have thousands of code lines. Manually tracing the faulty HDL code to debug is not an effective debugging method.
In the literature, some researches have targeted techniques that assist HDL design debugging. Peischl and Wotawa [20] focused on the model-based diagnosis paradigm and employed structures and behaviors for source-code-level debugging with respect to their error models. There are also error-model-free methods, which should have better applicability to various kinds of design errors. Khalil et al. [15] , [16] proposed an approach that can automatically derive four sets of error candidates in a sequence, i.e., from the smallest set to the biggest set. In doing so, they hope that designers can find bugs in the smaller error candidate sets to reduce the required debugging efforts. However, this is not always possible, and the efforts in reviewing the first three sets may be wasted. Shi and Jou [17] applied data dependence analysis, execution statistics, and the characteristics of HDL operations to filter out impossible error candidates. In this method, only one error space is derived for examination, and it is acceptable in size. Huang et al. [18] further exploited the extra observability of assertions in an attempt to derive a smaller error space. Instead of automatic methods, Hsu et al. developed two useful utilities to help designers explain the locality of bugs with manual interventions [19] .
Deriving a reduced set of error candidates is certainly helpful for HDL debugging. However, the derived error candidate set 0278-0070/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE (called "error space" in this paper) can still contain many error candidates, and identifying true design errors by examining candidates one by one still requires much effort and time. An interesting technique called debugging priority has been proposed for accelerating error searching in the derived candidate set [21] . A measurement called confidence score (CS) has been developed to assess the likelihood of correctness of each error candidate. Then, by sorting error candidates according to the CS, error candidates are displayed in a prioritized order: from the most likely to the least likely one. With this ranked order, true design errors would be placed in the first few lines and should be found by designers if they search errors according to the order. However, here, it is implicitly assumed that the masking error situation, in which the erroneous effects caused by design errors cannot be observed at the outputs, seldom occurs and is not considered within the CS [21] . Without considering the masking error situation, the CS may overestimate the likelihood of correctness of the true design error, as the latter may not be placed in the first few lines, as expected. Unfortunately, the benefits of debugging priority are limited.
Therefore, this paper attempts to develop a new probabilistic measurement called probabilistic confidence score (PCS) that takes the masking error situation into consideration to more suitably estimate the likelihood of correctness of an error candidate. Instead of proposing a new approach for deriving a reduced set of error candidates, this paper focuses on obtaining a more accurate debugging priority to speed up the errorsearching process among the candidates in the derived error space. Designers can apply any approaches to derive an error space and then use our method to obtain a reliable debugging priority. The inputs of our algorithm are given as follows: 1) an error space; 2) a faulty HDL design; and 3) a value change dump file obtained during the simulation. The output will be a candidate list, with the debugging priority sorted according to our proposed PCS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The motivation of this work is introduced in Section II. Section III describes the modeling of the likelihood that a masking error situation occurs and defines the PCS. An effective PCS calculation algorithm is introduced in Section IV. The experimental results are presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. MOTIVATION
When estimating the likelihood of correctness of an error candidate to obtain the debugging priority, Jiang et al. assumed that the erroneous effects of activated errors are seldom masked and can often be propagated to the primary outputs (POs) [21] . With this assumption, if there were no incorrect simulation values at the POs (PO 1 , PO 2 , PO 3 , . . . , PO m ) at time instance t = t i , the sensitized statements (SSs) of the POs tended to be correct. 1 As a result, the SSs of the POs receive CS points according to the formula of the CS. In short, the CS did not model the masking error situation to estimate the likelihood 1 Otherwise, erroneous values caused by the SSs should make the simulation values of the POs inconsistent with the expected values at t = t i . of correctness of the error candidates. However, many HDL operations can actually mask the erroneous effects and prevent them from appearing at the POs. If the erroneous effects were masked, preventing them from being observed at the POs, the SSs may get CS points, even if some of them have design errors hiding within. An example follows to illustrate this point.
Suppose that the HDL code that a designer intends to write is the Verilog HDL code in Fig. 1(a) . This HDL code has only one PO, i.e., PO1, on which the simulation results are compared against the expected values. The clock period of the clock signal clk is assumed to be 10 ns. If the HDL code is simulated with the input stimulus shown in Fig. 1(b) , the simulation result obtained is shown in Fig. 1(c) . We consider the result in Fig. 1(c) as the golden result, because the code in Fig. 1(a) is what the designer intends to write.
However, if the statement in line 7 (which is denoted as S7) "counter = counter + 1" is carelessly written as "counter = counter + 2," the simulation result will become that shown in Fig. 2(a) . It can be seen that the simulation value of PO1 at t = 25 in Fig. 2(a) is different from its expected value shown in Fig. 1(c) . According to the definition in [21] , PO1 is an erroneous PO, and the clock cycle ranging from T ime = 15 to T ime = 25 is the error-occurring clock cycle (EOC). By using the error space identification approach in [21] , an error space, i.e.. {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7}, can be obtained.
After obtaining the error space, the CS for each error candidate will be calculated. Each SS of a PO with correct simulation at a time instance before the EOC gets one CS point. Finding SSs requires backward tracing from the POs in the reverse direction of the data flow until the primary inputs (PIs), registers, or constants are reached. When reaching a conditional vertex, such as S2 and S5 in Fig. 1(a) , the authors propose to traverse the taken branch(es) and the control signal, and ignore the untaken branch(es). For example, at T ime = 1, since the evaluation result of "if(reset)" at T ime = 1 is TRUE, the traversal reaches S5 and then backward traverses the TRUE branch and the control signal (i.e., reset). The obtained SSs for PO1 at T ime = 1 are {S5, S6}, and both receive one CS point. As can be seen, all the traversals must commence with one PO. Each PO traversal is completed in a particular simulation instance. This process is repeated until all the PO traversals in a particular simulation instance have been completed. Finally, once all the PO traversals in all the simulation instances have been completed, the debugging priority shown in Fig. 2(b) is obtained. The numbers within parentheses are the CSs of the corresponding error candidates.
It can be seen that the design error in statement S7 "counter = counter + 2" is not placed in the first line but the fifth line in Fig. 2(b) . If circuit designers examine error candidates according to this debugging priority, four trials would be wasted before the true error S7 can be found. Design error S7 is placed in the fifth line, because S7 receives two CS points; this is because the erroneous values caused by S7 are masked twice on its way propagating to PO1.
The first masking error situation occurs at T ime = 5. It can be seen that the erroneous statement S7 causes an incorrect value (i.e., 3, which is different from the correct value shown in Fig. 1(c) , i.e., 2, as highlighted using an underline) to be displayed on the signal counter at T ime = 5. However, this incorrect value 3 is masked by the operation "counter < PI2" in S2, because both the correct (i.e., 2) and incorrect values (i.e., 3) yield the same result at the output of the operation "counter < PI2," i.e., they are both smaller than the value of PO2 (i.e., 4). A similar masking error situation occurs at T ime = 15 although the incorrect value of counter is propagated through the output of "counter < PI2," causing it to be FALSE. However, the incorrect result (i.e., FALSE) does not alter the value of PO1 (i.e., 4). This means that signal a is 4 at T ime = 15. It is masked by the conditional operation "if (. . .) . . . else . . ." and cannot cause incorrect values at PO1 at T ime = 15. Because the CS does not consider the possible masking error situation that may be caused by the operation "counter < PI2" and the conditional operation "if (. . .) . . . else . . .," S7 is given a CS score of two points. This puts S7 in line 5 in the candidate list in Fig. 2(b) . The accuracy of the debugging priority is reduced due to the lack of consideration for the masking error situation of the CS.
Observing the masking error situation, this work aims at estimating the likelihood of error masking (LOEM) for an SS to assess the score it can receive. If the LOEM of an arbitrary SS, i.e., SS i , is quite low, it is almost impossible for the masking error situation to occur on SS i 's way to the POs. It should be comparatively safe to consider SS i as a correct statement and give SS i a high score. On the contrary, if the LOEM of SS i is high, it should be given a low score.
III. PCS
In the following introduction, the input-faulty HDL design is modeled as a modified control/data flow graph (CDFG) G = Edge (v, u) ∈ E indicates that the input of vertex u is data dependent on the output of v. As shown in Fig. 3 , an edge (1 : * , 4 :=) exists since the operation "4 :=" takes the output of vertex "1 : * " as its input. The fan-out of v is a set of vertices u, such that there is an edge from v to u. The fan-in of v is a set of vertices k, such that there is an edge from k to v. A path P from vertex u to vertex u is a sequence of
Suppose that the verification finds an incorrect circuit behavior at the nth positive edge of the clock signal t = c n . 2 This special positive edge of the clock is called the erroroccurring edge (EOE). Assume that the faulty design under verification (DUV) has m POs {PO 1 , PO 2 , . . . , PO m } and that n − 1 clock cycles pass before the EOE (t = c n ). To show how we model the masking error situation and estimate LOEM, we first consider that a design error hides within an arbitrary statement v. If the erroneous statement v caused an incorrect value w on its left-hand variable y v at time instance t = t i , this incorrect value w would not cause any incorrect behaviors at any POs at all the rising edges of the clock before t = c n . Otherwise, the EOE is not t = c n but another earlier rising edge of the clock. More specifically, for an arbitrary PO j at an arbitrary rising edge of clock t = c k before the EOE, the incorrect value w is masked by some vertices on the paths from statement v at t = t i (which is denoted as v@t = t i ) to PO j at t = c k (which is denoted as PO j @t = c k ), causing the simulation value of PO j to be the same as the correct value at t = c k , i.e.,
where f v@t=t i →PO j @t=c k is the function of the paths from v in time frame t = t i to PO j in time frame t = c k , and
For all the other POs of the DUV, the incorrect value w would also be masked on the way to the POs at all the rising edges before the EOE, so that it could remain uncovered before EOE. That is, for each PO PO j at each rising edge of clock t = c k before EOE, the function of the path(s) from vertex v at t = t i to PO j at t = c k must generate the correct value of PO j at t = c k with w, even if w is an incorrect value. The preceding description can be modeled as
We now consider the likelihood that the incorrect value w truly exists on y v but is masked from causing any incorrect values on the POs at any time instances before the EOE. We first notice that all the possible values of y v that can satisfy (2) form a special set of values. We call this the masked value set (MVS) of vertex v at time instance t = t i , which is denoted as MVS(v@t = t i ) and is given by
Each element in MVS(v@t = t i ) retains the correct values of all the POs at all the rising edges of the clock before the EOE, regardless if it is a correct value or not. The correct value of the output of vertex v at t = t i is, of course, contained in MVS(v@t = t i ). This justifies the existence of MVS(v@t = t i ). If MVS(v@t = t i ) contains only one element, obviously, it will be the correct value of y v at t = t i . In this case, no incorrect values ever exist in MVS(v@t = t i ), and the masking error situation can never occur. Statement v at t = t i is given a high score. On the other hand, if the set contains many elements, an incorrect value is very likely to exist in the set and become an incorrect value that remains unrevealed at all the rising edges of the clock before the EOE. The correctness of statement v is less obvious. In other words, the more elements MVS(v@t = t i ) contains, the more likely the simulated value of v at t = t i is a masked incorrect value. Hence, we define the LOEM of statement v at time instance t = t i as follows:
Its complement is the likelihood that an erroneous value of v at t = t i is propagated to at least one PO before the EOE and observed, i.e., the likelihood of error propagating (LOEP) of v at t = t i , which is given by
In the given input value change dump file, the output variable y v of an arbitrary statement v can change its value many times, e.g., l times, at different time instances before the EOE {t = t 1 , t = t 2 , . . . , t = t l }. Each time the value of y v changes at time instance t = t i , there will be one particular value of LOEP(v@t = t i ). The PCS of v, i.e., PCS(v), is defined as the maximum among these LOEP values, as described in
A low LOEP (high LOEM) means that any erroneous effects caused by v at t = t i are very possible to be masked. The correctness of v at t = t i may become doubtful, even if the simulation values of all the POs are correct before the EOE. It is reasonable to give v less PCS due to its small LOEP value. On the other hand, if the LOEP value is high, it is equally reasonable to give it more PCS. Therefore, we define PCS as (6) . It can be seen that PCS computation now turns into the problem of efficiently computing the MVSs of each error candidate at different time instances before an EOE.
IV. PCS COMPUTATION ALGORITHM
The proposed PCS computation algorithm is a topologybased analysis with time frame expansion for handling the sequential behavior of the DUV. While calculating the LOEP of the output variable of vertex v in time frame t = t i , the algorithm will consider each sensitized path from v in time frame t = t i to any PO in each time frame before the EOE. This path-oriented computation scheme is defined as follows:
which can be derived from (3).
The set {x|f v@t=t i →PO j @t=c k (x) = CV (PO j @t = c k )} is defined as the MVS of vertex v at time instance t = t i with respect to PO j at t = c k (which is denoted as MVS(v@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k ). An element of the set other than the correct value can be regarded as an incorrect value that is masked by some vertices on the path(s) from v at t = t i to PO j at t = c k , thus keeping the correct value of PO j at t = c k .
According to (7) , if it is possible to derive MVS(v@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k for each PO j at each time frame t = c k , then intersecting these sets yields MVS(v@t = t i ). If there is exactly one path from v at t = t i to a PO PO j at t = c k , an inductionbased computation approach is proposed to compute an exact MVS(v@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k , which is introduced in Sections IV-A and IV-B. If there are multiple paths from v at t = t i to PO j at t = c k , i.e., reconvergent paths, a quick estimation approach that guarantees lower bound LOEP estimations will be applied, which is introduced in Section IV-C. Two time-saving strategies are introduced in Section IV-D. The entire algorithm is presented in Section IV-E and incorporates each part that was introduced before.
A. MVS Computation for a Single Path
Assume that there is a single path P from a vertex b at time instance t = t i to a PO PO j at a rising edge of clock t = c k b@t = t i , a n , a n−1 , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , PO j @t = c k , as shown in Fig. 4 . An algorithm written as a pseudocode, as shown in Fig. 5 , is used to compute MVS(b@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k .
For each PO at each rising clock edge, the algorithm in Fig. 5 will recursively call subroutine MVS_for_Vertex to perform an MVS computation and use a depth-first search strategy for backward traversals (from PO j at t = c k to b@t = t i ). The input of the subroutine comprises a previously computed set of integers (PreviousMVS), the currently traversed vertex v, and the current time frame t i . If the currently traversed vertex v is a normal vertex, all the fan-in vertices of vertex v will be traversed (line 7). However, if vertex v is a control vertex, the fan-in vertices on the untaken branch(es) will be marked as "inactive" and will not be traversed (line 5).
The key step of this algorithm (line 12) is the computation of a set of all u's output values (CurrentMVS) that can make the function of v, i.e., f v generate an output value that is in the set PreviousMVS. Then, the newly computed set CurrentMVS will become the input PreviousMVS of subroutine MVS_for_Vertex and will be recorded on vertex u, along with the time information after the subroutine is called again. Section IV-B introduces the procedures for computing CurrentMVS based on PreviousMVS (line 12). The following is an explanation of how this algorithm can derive MVS(b@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k , in the case of a single path from b at t = t i to PO j at t = c k .
Theorem 1: As shown in Fig. 4 , function f n is the composite function of the vertices from a 1 to a n and comprises f a n and f n−1 . For an arbitrary value x on the output of vertex b at t = t i , x is in MVS(b@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k if and only if f a n (x) is in MVS(c@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k , which can be represented as
Claim 2
By way of contradiction, first, assume that there is a value x that is in MVS(b@t
This means that f a n (x) is contained in MVS(c@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k . This is a contradiction. From Claims 1 and 2, it is proven that
When subroutine MVS_for_Vertex is called for the first time, the computed CurrentCVS {x|f a1 (x) ∈ {CV (PO j @t = c k )}} is actually MVS(g@t = c k ) PO j @t=c k according to the definition. When the subroutine is called for the second time, the computed CurrentMVS {x|f a2 (x) ∈ MVS(g@t = c k ) PO j @t=c k } should be MVS(e@t = c k ) PO j @t=c k according to Theorem 1. Similarly, the computed Current-MVS {x|f a3 (x) ∈ MVS(e@t = c k ) PO j @t=c k } is MVS(d@t = c k ) PO j @t=c k when the subroutine is called for the third time. Therefore, when the computation reaches vertex a n , the computed CurrentMVS {x|f a n (x) ∈ MVS(c@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k } is the MVS of b at t = t i with respect to PO j at t = c k .
From the preceding discussion, it shows that a CurrentMVS set is the MVS of a traversed vertex with respect to PO j at t = c k . According to (7), these MVSs will be intersected by other MVSs of the same vertex with respect to the other POs at different time instances. After all the POs at all the positive clock edge have been applied, the MVS of each traversed vertex in a time frame will be computed and recorded for the PCS calculation later in the process.
B. MVS Formula for Operations
Given a previously computed MVS set (PreviousMVS) formula can tackle the information loss. As shown in Fig. 6 , the entire right shift (left shift) is the cascade of an operation that selects the bit range from i to j "[i : j]" and a divide (multiply) operation. Therefore, to derive the formula of a right shift (left shift) operation, the divide (multiply) formula is first applied; then, the "[i : j]" formula is applied. For formula derivation of other operations, such as "+," "−," and " * ," the "[i : j]" MVS formula can also be applied to model the information loss if encountered. If the formulas listed in the third column of Table I are directly applied to compute CurrentMVS, for a PreviousMVS with n integers, the formula should be applied n times before deriving the union of all the Sub_CurrentM V S p to produce CurrentMVS. Take the operation "b = a[1 : 0]" as an example. Assume that a is four bit wide, b is two bit wide, and P reviousMV S = {0, 1, 2}. To compute CurrentMVS, first, the "[i : j]" formula with i = 1, j = 0, w = 4, and p = 0 is applied, which yields
The same formula can be used, with p = 1 and p = 2 in sequence, to obtain {1, 5, 9, 13} and {2, 6, 10, 14}, respectively. The union {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14} is Current-MVS. The computation may take much time if there are many elements in PreviousMVS. The following observations are used to refine the Sub_CurrentMVS formulas for deriving the MVS formulas used in the subroutine MVS_for_Vertex.
Taking a closer look at the results obtained with p = 0, p =1, and p = 2, it can be observed that 0 * 2 0 + k * 2 1+1 + 2 0 −1= k * 2 1+1 and 1 * 2 0 + k * 2 1+1 = k * 2 1+1 + 1 are two continuous integers, as well as
Therefore, the union of the preceding three sets can more concisely be represented as 
The "[i : j]" MVS formula is derived and listed in the third column of Table II .
The " " operation is another example of the derivation of the " " formula listed in the third column of 
Repeating the preceding derivations produces the " " formula in Table II. For a subset of integers {[p ∼ q]} in PreviousMVS, applying the MVS formulas listed in the third column of Table II can much more quickly produce results than the application of the formulas in Table I . In addition, all the integers in the subset {[p ∼ q]} can be memorized by recording only p, q, and the special tag "∼." This storage format enhances memory usage and alleviates the problem of memory explosion.
C. MVS Estimation for Reconvergent Paths
The algorithm shown in Fig. 5 can compute the exact MVS of vertex b in time frame t = t i with respect to PO j in time frame t = c k only if there is a single path from b at t = t i to PO j at t = c k . If there are multiple reconvergent paths, another approach is needed.
A quick estimation strategy for handling reconvergent paths, instead of some other complex methods that may need more computation time, is adopted in this paper. If there are multiple reconvergent paths from v at t = t i to PO j at t = c k , the universe U is used, instead of real MVS(b@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k in the intersection operation. The estimation result obtained using the universe must include the exact result obtained by intersecting the real MVS(b@t = t i ) PO j @t=c k , as the latter is included in the universe U . Consequently, this estimation result has a larger MVS set. That causes the estimated LOEP to be less than the real one. Therefore, this estimation approach guarantees lower bound estimations of LOEP for an arbitrary error candidate v on reconvergent paths. This reduces the possibility of the correctness of any design errors to be overestimated and the design errors to be placed in the first few lines of a debugging priority. 
D. Time-Saving Strategies
To reduce the computation time, we develop the bounded traversal strategy and the limited traversed frame (LTF) strategy. The bounded traversal strategy can avoid unnecessary traversals during MVS computation without causing any accuracy loss. The LTF strategy saves additional time at the expense of accuracy loss. It provides additional flexibility for tool users to determine how they like to trade off between accuracy and time.
1) Bounded Traversal Strategy:
In the proposed MVS computation, after some backward traversals, there are MVS sets recorded on vertices that have been traversed. As shown in Fig. 7 , let vertex v at t = t n be one of the fan-in vertices of vertex v at t = t n , and both were also traversed. Assume that MVS(v@t = t n ) and MVS(v @t = t n ) are already recorded on v and v . MVS(v @t = t n ) should be {x | f v (x) ∈ MVS(v@t = t n )} according to the CurrentMVS computation shown in line 12 of the MVS_for_Vertex pseudocode in Fig. 4 .
If another backward traversal from a PO arrives at vertex v in time frame t = t n , PreviousMVS and MVS(v@t = t n ) are intersected, as described in line 4 of the MVS_for_Vertex pseudocode. If the result of the intersection remains to be MVS(v@t = t n ), i.e., MVS(v@t = t n ) ⊆ P reviousMV S, then, when the computation reaches v , the result of the intersection will also be MVS(v @t = t n ). More specifically, if MVS(v@t = t n ) ⊆ P reviousMV S, then MVS(v @t = t n ) ⊆ {x|f v (x) ∈ P reviousMV S}. Theorem 2 provides a statement and proof.
Theorem 2:
The originally recorded MVS(v @t = t n ) remains unchanged after the intersection.
Proof:
If v has at least one fan-in vertex v , by mathematical deduction, MVS(v @t = t n ) should also remain unchanged 2) LTF Strategy: The bounded traversal strategy can avoid unnecessary traversals. However, in some cases, necessary backward traversals can still expand many frames. Although accurate results are produced, the required computation time may become unaffordable. Therefore, we propose the LTF strategy, which provides an optional and flexible tradeoff between accuracy and speed.
The idea of the LTF strategy is to restrict the number of backward-traversed frames in time frame expansion. It only requires a simple check on whether the number of expanded frames reaches the maximum allowable number of frames (which is denoted as the frame_limit). frame_limit is a configurable parameter that can be adjusted by the users. It can be set as a small number for a quick estimation or as infinite for the highest accuracy. Unlike the bounded traversal strategy, this strategy may experience some accuracy loss. However, a lower bound estimation of observability is always guaranteed, such that our observability measures seldom overestimate the correctness of the DUV. The reason is given here.
For a vertex u in time frame t = c k , if the expanded frames are not limited, each MVS of u at t = c k will be intersected with respect to an observation point at a positive clock edge in the set of MVS sets {MVS 1 , MVS 2 , . . . , MVS m }. With the frame_limit restriction, some MVSs of u at t = c k with respect to some OPs are not obtained since the backward traversals are bounded and do not reach u in time frame t = t k . Assume that the obtained MVSs are {MVS 1 , MVS 2 , . . . , MVS n }, where n < m. The intersection of all the MVSs in the set {MVS 1 , MVS 2 , . . . , MVS n } includes the intersection of all the MVSs in the set {MVS 1 , MVS 2 , . . . , MVS m }. Larger MVS set intersections turn out to be less observable according to the definition of observability in (5). Therefore, our LTF strategy also guarantees lower bound estimations of observability.
E. PCS Computation Algorithm
To incorporate MVS estimation for reconvergent paths and the time-saving strategies, we modify the algorithm shown in Fig. 4 and derive the one abstracted as pseudocode in Fig. 8 . Hence, the algorithm that we use to calculate PCS incorporates the following: 1) MVS computation for a single path; 2) MVS estimation for reconvergent paths; 3) the bounded-traversal strategy; and 4) the LTF strategy. The input of this algorithm are given as follows: 1) the DUV described in an HDL; 2) the value change dump file during simulation; 3) the EOE; 4) an error space obtained by any error space identification approach; and 5) the frame_limit value selected by the tool user.
During traversal(s) that starts from a PO (StartPO) at a time instance (StartTime), if vertex v is visited for the first time, the single-path case is temporarily assumed. The PreviousMVS will be intersected with MVS(v@t = t i ), which is already the intersection of many PreviousMVSs. However, if this vertex v is found to be traversed for two or more times in the traversal starting from StartPO at StartTime, there are reconvergent paths from v at t = t i to StartPO at StartTime. Then, the previously recorded MV SforRecovery(v@t = t i ) is used to cancel the intersections made in this traversal before.
Two conditions are added for incorporating the two time-saving strategies. The condition in line 5 of the MVS_Com_for_Vertex subroutine is added to incorporate the bounding traversal strategy. The last condition in line 16 is added because of the LTF strategy. Once one of the conditions is met, the succeeding computation processes can be skipped, and the program can directly return from the subroutine to save computation time. Aside from being bounded by time-saving strategies, traversals are also bounded if there is no frame to expand (t h < 0) or there is no fan-in vertex to traverse.
The preparation phases of this algorithm are shown in lines 1 and 2 of CS_computation. The three-address code generations and the conditional statement modification developed in [22] must be conducted first for the information required in the MVS computation for control vertices (conditional statements). The detailed conditional statement modification algorithm can be found in [22] . Next, a CDFG based on the input DUV described in HDL is constructed.
The example in Fig. 1 is used to demonstrate the processes of our PCS computation and its performance in the derivation of a debugging priority. After some initializations, the CDFG of the DUV based on the HDL code in Fig. 1 is constructed, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Then, a backward traversal from PO1 at t = 1 commences by calling subroutine MVS_Com_for_Vertex, with the inputs P reviousMV S = {4}, vertex v = "2 : if", StartP O = PO1, and StartT ime = 1.
When subroutine MVS_Com_for_Vertex is called for the first time, the traversal also reaches vertex "2:if" in time frame t = 1 for the first time. As shown in Fig. 9(b) , the recorded MVS(2 : if@t = 1) = {4}, and no MVSforRecovery is recorded. Vertex "2:if" in time frame t = 1 is a control vertex. Therefore, there are two fan-in vertices "2 :<" and "3 :=" for further backward traversals. We decide to traverse "2 :<" before traversing "3 :=" and compute CurrentMVS. Because PreviousMVS is {4}, the MVS computation for the conditional statements will be used, and we obtain CurrentMVS {1}. The computation process is shown in Fig. 9(b) . Subroutine MVS_Com_for_Vertex is then called for the second time, and "2 :<" in time frame t = 1 is reached. The computation status is shown in Fig. 9(c) . Similar computations are recursively repeated vertex by vertex until vertex "6 :=" in time frame t = 1 is reached. The computation results along the traversal from "2:if" to "6 :=" are shown in Fig. 9(d) , where each set of integers next to an edge is the recorded MVS. Since vertex "6 :=" in time frame t = 1 has no fanin vertex, the computation will traverse another fan-in vertex "3 :=" of vertex "2:if." The repetitious calling of subroutine MVS_Com_for_Vertex can produce the results shown in Fig. 9(e) . After completing the traversals and MVS computations starting from PO1 in time frame t = 1, continuing the backward-traversal-based MVS computation from PO1 in time frame t = 5 can produce the results shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b) . When the computation reaches vertex "5:if" in time frame After all the POs at all the positive clock edges before the EOE are applied in the MVS computation, the PCS is calculated with formulas based on the computed MVSs. With the PCS, a debugging priority with the PCS (in round brackets) is obtained, as shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the design error S7 is displayed in the first line. A search for design errors according to this debugging priority will immediately succeed. In the experimental results in Section V, it is also proven that the proposed PCS can efficiently deliver the debugging priority with high accuracy, which greatly reduces both the time and effort required for design error searches in the input error space.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The experiments were conducted on a subset of the ITC'99 benchmark [23] and four other designs written in Verilog HDL. The four designs are given as follows: pcpu is a simple 32-bit pipelined DLX central processing unit; div16 is a 16-bit divider; blkJ is a controller of a black jack card game, and Mtrx implements a two-by-two matrix multiplication. The number of lines (#line) of all the designs and the number of variables (#var) are presented in Table III. For every design case, one statement is randomly chosen and injected with an artificial design error based on typical bugs that designers usually induce [24] . With the injected error, a simulation is run until some incorrect values occur on the POs. Then, the error space identification approach proposed in [21] 3 is applied to obtain an error space. After that, the CS calculation in [21] and our PCS calculation are both applied to derive two respective debugging priorities for the same error space.
With a debugging priority, the error candidates that a digital circuit designer has to examine before he/she can find a design error are often less than those with blind searching. In a sense, we can think that the size of the error space is thus reduced, as a result of the debugging priority. With respect to the two debugging priorities, since the injected error may have two different ranked orders, the effectiveness of the two debugging priorities on the size reduction of the same error space is also different. To compare the effectiveness of the two debugging priorities, a quantitative metric called the effective size ratio (ESR) is formulated as "the rank of the injected error divided by the number of error candidates in the error space." The two 3 We apply the error space identification method proposed in [22] . However, the proposed PCS is theoretically applicable to any other error candidate identification methods. debugging priorities sorted with the CS and PCS have their own different ESRs. A smaller ESR means that the error has a better rank with respect to the size of the error space. This also implies that the effective size reduction contributed by the corresponding debugging priority is larger and that the efforts required for design error searching in the error space are less.
With each design case, the aforementioned experimental processes are repeated 50 times. In each repetition, the ESRs of the CS and PCS are calculated and recorded. The average ESR values with respect to the CS and PCS are also presented in the "Avg_ESR_CS" and "Avg_ESR_PCS" columns, respectively. The number of times in which the ESR values of the CS and PCS appear in three ESR value ranges is also recorded to show the distribution of the ESR values. The three ESR ranges are "ESR < 0.2(0 ∼ 0.2)," "0.2 < ESR < 0.5 (0.2 ∼ 0.5), " and "0.5 < ESR(0.5 ∼ 1.0)." The number of times is presented in the "#case_CS" and "#case_PCS" columns.
In Table III , it can be observed that, when the PCS is used to obtain a debugging priority, in all the design cases, the average ESR values are all less than 0.2 and the average ESR values of the CS. For example, in design "B02," if the CS is used to derive the debugging priority, the ESR value is less than 0.2 in 38 of the 50 experiments. In other words, our created errors are placed within the first 20% of the displayed list of error space in 38 of the 50 experiments. However, if the PCS is applied instead, in each of the 50 repetitions, the injected error always appears in the first 20%. If a designer conducts error searching on design "B02," with the debugging priority sorted with the PCS, he/she can locate the error by checking less than 20% of the derived error candidates. At least 80% of the searching effort is saved. Moreover, it can be seen that the ESR values of the PCS is never greater than 0.5 in the 50 repetitions. This means that, even in the worst case of the 50 repetitions, a debugging priority sorted with the PCS can still save more than half the amount of effort needed for design error searching in the error space. In contrast, the CS method cannot offer this benefit.
From the values of Avg_ESR_PCS and Avg_ESR_CS, it can be observed that the effective size reduction with respect to the PCS is much greater than that with respect to the CS. The ratio of Avg_ESR_PCS to Avg_ESR_CS shown in the "ESR Ratio" column is about 0.49 in average and 0.38 in the best case; this means that, with the PCS, further size reduction of 50%, on average, is possible, and a size reduction of 62% is also achieved in the best case, compared to the CS.
In design cases "B01" and "B02," it can be observed that the ESR ratio is not as small as that in other cases. In these two cases, there are few operations that can mask erroneous effects. In other words, the erroneous effects are seldom masked in the two cases, making the advantage of calculating the PCS not obvious. However, in most designs, the HDL operations that can mask erroneous effects, such as "==," ">," "[:],"and " ," are widely applied. Using the PCS in those cases should be beneficial. As demonstrated in other design cases, the proposed PCS method saves more time in the error-searching process than the CS method, showing that the PCS is more suitable to derive the debugging priority in most cases.
Another interesting observation is also found in our experiments. In the design case "pcpu," we observe that the design errors with smaller PCS values often take more simulation cycles to observe their erroneous effect on the POs, as shown in Fig. 12 , after the errors are exercised. Similar correlations also exist in design cases with many operations that can mask erroneous effects in our experiments. However, for small design cases with few operations that can mask erroneous effects, such as design cases "B02" and "B01," such relationship may not be obvious.
The cost of this performance improvement is little computation time, compared to the CS. The computation time needed for the two measurements PCS and CS is presented in the "t(s)" columns. It can be seen that, in the worst case, it takes additional 2 s to obtain the PCS, compared to the time required to obtain the CS (4.1 s) . The extra computation time is acceptable if we notice that it should usually take more than 2 s for a designer to examine one error candidate to justify its correctness, but the number of examinations saved as a result of applying the PCS is numerous.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a probabilistic measurement PCS for deriving an accurate and reliable debugging priority for quick error searching among error candidates in an error space has been presented. Instead of assuming that the erroneous effects caused by some activated errors are seldom masked, the proposed PCS takes the masking error situation into consideration and estimates the LOEP of an error candidate. The idea is, if the LOEP is high, a masking error situation is unlikely to occur, and the error candidate is a false candidate with high possibility, i.e., the candidate tends to be a correct statement. On the other hand, if the LOEP is low, occurrence of a masking error situation becomes quite possible. Suspicion of the error candidate still remains, and this candidate should thus receive a low PCS score.
The experimental results confirm that the proposed PCS measurement is indeed accurate in estimating the likelihood of correctness of error candidates. In most experimental cases, the created design errors can be located in the first few lines of the candidate list of the input error space. As a result, the debugging priority sorted with the proposed PCS can effectively speed up the error-searching process in the input error space. As compared to the CS, the proposed PCS-based debugging priority can save more than half of the effort (or time) needed for the error-searching process in an error space in our experiments, at the cost of a little extra computation time. The savings in time contributed by the proposed PCS method is usually much larger than the extra computation time that the PCS calculation needs. Therefore, the gain from the proposed PCS can often outweigh the cost of the extra computation time that the PCS needs.
